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1. GENERAL 

This section describes the 5A impe
dance bridge, an instrument for making 
measurements of return loss and impedance 
at frequencies between 1 and 150 kilocycles. 

Return Loss - The bridge is intended 
principally for use in measurin& return 
losses in the range from 20 to 40 db 
between impedances averaging aroundl35 
or 600 ohms. Higher and lower return 
losses can be measured with some reduc
tion in accuracy. 

Impedance - The bridge measures impe
dance in terms of resistance and ca
pacitance in parallel (rather than in 
series as in the case of some earlier 
types of bridges). Where necessary t.he 
parallel values of resistance and ca
pacitance can be converted to the 
equivalent series values by means of 
conversion formulas given in Part 4.1. 
The bridge will measure impedance in 
terms of equivalent parallel resistance 
up to 1100 ohms directly, above this 
and up to 1 megohm with supplementary 
computation, and positive or negative 
equivalent parallel capacitance up to 
0.11 microfarad. 

The 5A impedance bridge is designed 
to be used in conjunction with the 2A am
plifier detector, the 17B oscillator and 
the 30A transmission measuring set or their 
electrical equivalents. 

2. E~UIPMENT AND CIRCUIT FEATURES 

The impedance bridge is contained in 
an aluminum alloy box which is about 14-
3/4'1 long, 12-5/8" wide and 9-1/4'1 deep 
overall. The weight of the set, including 
a cover for protecting the face equipment 
when no~ in use, is about 27 pounds. 
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Fig. 1 - Simplified Schematic 
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The simplified schematic of the fun
damental bridge circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 
This differs from the usual Wheatstone 
bridge in that the ratio arms are four 
pairs of equal resistances and the known 
and unknown are connected between midpoints 
of the opposite pairs. The inherent bal
ance to ground of this arrangement is such 
that no transformers are needed in the 
oridge when measurements are made on lines 
normally encountered, reliance being placed 
on the output transformer of the 17B oscil
lator and the input transformer of the de
tector to pro~ide satisfactory balance. 

A view of the bridge is shown in photo
graph 1, Page 9. The equipment illustrated 
consists of three dials controlling two decade 
switches with mica condensers and one vari
able air condenser. By means of these the 
capacity may be varied continuously from 0 to 
0.111 microfarad. Above the condenser dials 
are two resistance dials controlling one dec
ade switch and one non-reactive slid·e wire. 
By these means the standard resistance can be 
varied continuously from 0 to 1100 ohms. There 
are also a number of binding posts, jacks anG. 
keys by which a variety of circuit arrangements 
may be set up. The uses of the various keys 
will be discussed in connection with the de
tailed schematic diagram which follows. Photo
graph 2, Page 10, is an interior view of the 
bridge showing the ratio arm assembly in the 
upper left. 
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Page 11 showsJ the detailed schematic 
of the bridge circuit. Besides binding 
posts and jacks for the oscillator and de
tector marked OSCILLATOR and_DETECTOR, and 
binding posts for the knoWn and unknown im
pedances. marked s1-s2• and x1-x2, respec-
tively, there are posts R1-R2 and c1-e2 
across which the variable resistance and 
capacitance standards are connected respec
tively. Several ground posts are also 
brought out to which the shields of the va
rious leads as well as ground may be con
nected. 

In the left of page 11 is shown the 
circuit arrangement for the keys appearing 
in photograph 1, page 9. . The bot tom two 
keys marked CAP STD operate together. 
The upper of the two connects the capaci
tance standard across either tbe unknown or 
the known terminals of the bridge. The 
lower of tne two keys throws a small varia
ble capacity across the side of the bridge 
opposite that of the standard. The purpose· 
of this condenser is to balance out the re
sidual capacitance of the capacitance 
standard so that the zero val~e does not 
have to be included as a part of the capac
itance standard. 

The key marked 
connect the variable 
also across either 
terminals. 

RES STD serves to 
resistance standard 

the known or unknown 

The fourth key.from the front· serves 
to connect a 1000-ohm resistance across the 
x1-x2 posts. This is used when the paral-
lel resistive component of the unknown is 
greater than 1100 ohms, in order to shunt 
down the unknown to within the range of the 
var"iable resistance standard. 

The fifth key marked UNBAL-BAL is 
used to adapt the bridge to make measure
Inents on either balanced or unbalanced-to
ground circuits. 

The sixth and seventh keys marked CAL 
25 DB and STD respectively, are for return 
loss measurements. Operating both keys to 
the right connects a 600-ohm resistance 
across the s1-s2 posts and a 671.4 ohm re-
sistance across the x1-x2 posts. The re
turn loss between these two resistances is 
25 db. Similarly, throwing both keys to 
the left gives a return loss of 25 db be
tween 135 and 151.1-ohm resistances. 

The bridge is designed for a maximum 
safe input of 1 watt. 

3. ACCURACY 

The accuracy of measurement may be 
influenced by unbalances to ground in the 
unknown, as well as by the nature and size 
of the unknown imp~dance, and the leads 
used to connect the unknown impedance to 
the bridge. For the line impedances usual
ly encountered, the bridge is well enough_ 
balanced tbat the accuracy is not impaired 
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for practical purposes by such unba~ances. 
For impedances considerably out of this 
range, unbalances may result in a broaden
ing of the sharpness of balance as indicat
ed by the detector and in a decreased ac
curacy of measurement. 

Assuming that the above mentioned un
balances do not exist, the accuracy -of mea
surement is as follows: 

3.1 Return Loss Measurements- No Leads 

+ 1 db within the range of 20 to 40 
db provided measurements are made within 
the limits of 100 to 1000 ohms on balanced 
to ground circuits. Outside of this range 
the bridge will operate at somewhat reduced 
accuracy. The accuracy on unbalanced to 
ground circuits may be poorer than for bal-
anced circuits. -

3.2 Impedance Measurements - No Leads 

As this bridge is designed for an 
overall impedance accuracy of :!: 0.5'-F at the 
binding posts it may be stated that the in
dividual accuracies of the components mea
sured depend on the rati~ of the reactance 
to effective resistance of the unknown and 
are: 

:!: (0.5% + ~ + 5.AHL f) if the larger '·compo
nent is (:!:) capaci
tive; 

:!: (0.5% + 0.5 ohm) if the larger component 
is resis~ive, 

where L is the resonating inductance in 
microhenr ies. 

These accuracies apply to measure
ments on both balanced and unbalanced to 
ground circuits. 

The accuracies of measurement for the 
smaller component are reduced from those 
stated roughly in propor~ion to the ratio 
of the reactance to effective resistance of 
the unkno,m. 

3.3 Effect of Leads - Impedance 

The accuracy of measurement is also 
materially affected by the leads used in 
connecting the impedance to be measured to 
the bridge. In measuring impedances it is 
often the practice to balance the capacity 
of the lead by a lumped capacitance placed 
across the other side of the bridge. This 
procedure may often cause considerable er
ror depending on the length and characte'
istic impedance of the lead as a transmis
sion line. It is reco~nended in the fol
lowing that whenever a lead more than about 
one foot in length is needed to reach the 
impedance to be measured a similar compen
sating lead of the s~ne electrical length 
be placed between the "known•• side of the 
bridge (in this case s1-s2 > and the resist
ance (R1-R2 ) and capacitance <c1-c2 > stand-

ards. At ba~ance the effects of the two 



leads exabtly compensate one another and 
the lead error is zero, irrespective of 
lead length. 

An alternative method in eliminating 
lead effect which may be used in certain 
cases is to use a lead of approximately the 
same characteristic impedance at all fre
quencies as the unknown impedance to be 
measured. For example, in measuring impe
dance of open-wire lines a lead of the same 
gauge and same spacing as the pair to be 
measured may be constructed. The measure
ment is then made as described in Part 
4.11, the lead being considered part of the 
unknown. An advantage of this method of 
measurement is that changes in the sign of 
the reactive component can be taken care of 
by moving the capacitance standard key. 

3.4 Effect of Leada - Return Loss 

In the case of return loss measure
ments the lead error in db depends, among 
other things, upon the value of the return 
loss, increasing to a constant value as the 
loss increases. The error depends on a 
number of factors such as the characteris
tic impedance and the length of the leads, 
and the impedance which is connected to it, 
as well as the frequency involved. It is 
important always to use as short leads as 
possible. The worst error occurs when mea
suring return losses of impedances around 
600 ohms using shielded rubber.covered wire 
of relatively low characteristic impedance. 
For a 60-ft. lead at 30 db return loss and 
a frequency of 140 kc. the error is about 
0.7 db when a dummy compensating lead is 
used. If the dummy lead were omitted and 
only one lead were used, the error would be 
approximately 16 db. The lead error using 
this same type of lead will be considerably 
less than this when measuring return loss 
between impedances near 135 ohms·· since thi.s 
is approximately the characteristic impe
dance of the shielded rubber covered leads. 

Spaced leads having approximately the 
same characteristic impeQ.ance as the cir
cuit whose return loss is being measured 
may be used with less error than when 
using a long, shielded. rubber-insulated 
wire lead.. In measuring /open-wire lines, 
care should be taken that the lead is of 
bare wire the same gauge and spacing as the 
open-wire pair. In cases ~here two leads 
are necessary to the same point, care must 
be taken to avoid excessive coupling be
tween the two leads. This can be accom
plished by separating the two leads as much 
as possible and maintaining the planes of 
the wires mutually perpendicular. With the 
two leads terminated in equal impedances of 
about the value of the impedance to be mea
sured the return loss measured between them 
should be greater than 50 db. 

For most practical purposes it is 
satisfactory to calibrate at the approxi
mate mid-frequency of the freq:uency range 
being covered and use this calibration for 
all frequencies. In the case ot sweep-fre-
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quency measurements there may also be er
rors in return loss due to the variation 
with frequency of the output of the 178 os
cillator and the gain of the 2A amplifier 
detector unless the equipment is calibrated 
at each measuring frequency in acc~rdance 
with Part 4.21, paragraph 0. This m&J 
amount to a variation of ! .5 db in the 
case of the 178 oscillator and ~ 0.5 db in 
the case of the 2A amplifier detector. If 
return loss measurements are being used to 
obtain impedance as described below, the 
setup should be calibrated at each ~requen
cy at which measurement is made to elimi
nate these gain variation errors. 

4. OPERATION 

Thts bridge is designed to be used in 
conjunction with the 17B oscillator, the 
30A transmission measuring set and the 2A 
amplifier detector, or their electrtcal 
equivalents by connecting them as shown in 
Fig. 2. This arrangement is common to all 
the measurements described below. The 178 
os.ci llator is satisfactory as a source of 
power, and the bridge is capable of uti
lizing its full output. The 135-ohm output 
must be used for all cases. The 30A set is 
satisfactory for the 135-ohm attenuator re
quired for return loss measurements. The 
attenuator is necessary only when making re
turn loss measurements, and in the follow
ing it will be assumed that no attenuator 
will be used in impedance measurements. 
This should be used in conjunction with the 
2A amplifier detecto~ Detailed information 
regarding the 178 oscillator. the 2A ~
plifier detector and 30A set will be found 
in current descriptive literature. 

The 2A amplifier detector is an un~ 
tuned device whose maximum sensitivity is 
such that a signal frequency input of one 
milliwatt down 53 db will give approximate
ly 0 db deflection on the output meter over 
the frequency range from voice frequency to 
150 kc. The input impedance is 135 ohms. 
It is so designed that the output meter 
which it contains cannot be damaged by 
overloading the input when used in making 
the measurAments below. When the 2A ampli
fier detector is used it is important to 
use the 17B oscillator because of the low 
harmonic output of that type of oscillator. 

178 
ILL.ATOR 

U.SE OPTIONAL IN 
IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS 

30A 
MEASURING 

SET 
(135~ 

2A 
AMPLIFIER 
DETECTOR 

IN 

D-82222 
PATCH CORD 

Fig. 2 - Typical Layout of Apparatus 
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4.1 Measurement ot Impedance 

Connect the 135-ohm output of the os
cillator to the posts or jacks of the 
bridge marked OSCILLATOR and connect the 
posts or jacks of the bridge mar_ked DI!!TEC
TOR to IN of the 2A amplifier detector us
ing shielded patch cord D-92227 or D-92222. 

The bridge should generally be 
grounded as indicated in Fig, 2. The asso
ciated pieces of apparatus receive in turn 
their grounds from the bridge ground via 
the shields of the patch cords .used in con
necting together the apparatus. 

In the following, a short l~ad refers 
to one that is one foot or less in length. 
A long lead is one that is greater than one 
foot in length. 

4.11 Unknown Impedance Connected to Bridge 
with Short Lead 

A. Set all keys of the impedance bridge 
in the middle position. 

B. Operate the BAL-UNBAL key to the BAL 
position for measurements on bal
anced to ground circuits, and to the 
UNBAL position for grounded measure
ments. It should be noted that with 
the key in the UNBAL position, posts 
S2 and X2 and their corresponding 
jack connections are at ground po
tential. For measurements on unbal
anced to ground circuits the ground
ed side of the unknown should there
fore be connected to x2 • 

C. Operate the CAP STD key to the S1-S2 
position if the impedance to be mea
sured is capacitive and to the x1-x2 
position if the impedance to be mea
sured is inductive, 

D.(l) If the impedance to be measured 
has an equivalent resistance above 
1100 ohm~ operate the RES STD key 
to the S1-S2 position, and the 
1000-ohm key to the x1-x2 posi
tion. 

(2) If the unknown impedance is below 
1100 ohm~ leave these keys in the 
middle position. 

E. With the oscillator set at the de
sired frequency and with an output 
approximately 25 db above a milli
watt. adjust the gain control of the 
amplifier detector until a conven-
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ient deflection is obtained on the 
output meter of the amplifier detec
tor. Increasing the oscillator out
put above this level increases its 
harmonic content to a point where 
the accuracy of the measurements may 
be affected. . 

F.(l) If the unknown has an equivalent 
resistance greater. than 1100 ohms, 
set the dials of the capacitance 
standard on zero and obtain an 
open circuit balance by varying 
the ZERO BAL adjustment and the 
dials of the resistance standard. 
As balance is approached thP. out
put deflection of the amplifier 
detector will decrease, the gain 
of the amplifier d.etector being 
increased then to maintain an on
scale deflection. Balance is 
reached at minimum deflection in
dicated by the fact that any 
cha~ge in either the resistance or 
capacitance standards increases 
the deflection. 

Note: To obtain an open circuit 
zero balance if the bridge is 
used unbalanced, add a small 
padding condenser of the type 
commonly used in radio work and 
of about 100 micro-microfarads 
capacitance across the bridge 
terminals X1-X2 or Sl-Sz, de
pending on whether the capaci
tance standard is connected 
across s1-s2 or x1-x2 • respec-
tively. 

(2) If the unknown is 1100 ohms or 
1 ess. set the d tal s of the capaci
tance standard on zero and obtain 
an open circuit balance by vary
ing the ZERO BAL adjustment. The 
resistance standard and the lOCO
ohm resistance are out of the 
circuit. 

In both F(l) and F(2'). the balance. 
is obtained as before, using the 
meter of the amplifier detect·or 
as an indicator, with the am
plifier detector gain control set 
to give the required sensitivity, 

G. If the resistance standard is not 
already in the circuit, operate the 
RES STD key to the S1-S2 position. 

H. Connect the unknown to the x1-x2 
terminals and rebalance by varying 
the capacitance and resistance 
standard until minimum deflection is 
reached on the amplifier detector as 
indicated by the fact that any 
change in the resistance and capaci
tance standards in~reases the de
flection. 

I. The reading of the capacitance 
standard indicates the equivalent 
parallel capacitance value of the 
unknown. the sign of the quadrature 
component being + or - depending on 
whether the capacitance standard is 
connected across S1-S2 or X1-X2, re
spectively. If closer accuracy than 



~ is required for the reactance. 
the nominal capacitance values read 
should be corrected in accordance 
with the calibration table accom
panying the bridge. 

The expressions for the resistance 
of the unknown are 

R • Rl for measurements below 1000 ohms 

R • Ro X R1 for measurements above 1000 Ro - Rl ohms 
where R0 is the setting of the resistance 
standard at open circuit and R1 is the set
ting of the resistance standard with the 
unknown connected across X1-X2. 

The equivalent series resistance (Rs> and 
reactance (Xs> can be computed from the 
measured parallel valu.;s of the resistance 
and capacitance of the unknown by means of 
the expressions: 

Rs • R 
1 + R2 "'2 c2 

Xs • R2 wC 
c2 1 + R2 w2 

where C • calibrated parallel capacitance 
in farads of the unknown 

~ • 2rrf (f • frequency in cycles) 
R • resistance in ohms (on parallel 

basis) of the unknown. 

4.12 Impedance Measurement Using Long 
Leads. Reactance is Negative 

A. Set all keys to the middle position 
except the BAL-UNBAL key. which 
should be operated to the BAL or UN
B~ position depending on whether 
measurements are to be made on bal
anced or unbalanced circuits. The 
oscillator may be set at any conven
ient frequency. 

B. Cut two approximately equal lengths 
of shielded lead (prP.ferably shield
~<1 rubber covered offi-ce wiring -
U720 cable). These should be of such 
length as to reach the impedance to 
be measured. Connect one to the Xl
Xz posts and 'the other to the S1-S2 
posts connecting the shiP.lds of the 
leads in each case to the associated 
ground post. Adjust the lengths of 
the two leads by cutting one of them 
to such a length that a bridge bal
ance is reached. 

c. The free end of the lead which is 
attached to the s1-s2 posts should 
be connected to the capacitance 
standard posts cl-c2. thereby con-
necting s1 and s2 to c1 and c2 re-

spectively. Set the capacitance 
standard on zero. Place a trimmer 

D. 

TO 
OSCILLATOR 
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air condenser (not provided) at the 
free end of the lead which is can
nected to posts X1-X2 and adjust the 
trimmer for zero balance. This is 
to balance out the residual capaci-
tance of the capacitance standard as 
explained in Part 2. The trimmer 
condenser should have a maximum ca
pacity of approximately 250 f and 
may be of the type commonly employed 
in radio work. 

Operate the RES STD key to C1-C2. 
Connect the unknown impedance to the 
lead connecting to the posts Xl-Xz. 
If the unknown is a grounded cir
cuit. the grounded side should be 
connected to Xz. Balance the bridge. 
If the series components of the un
known ianpedance are desired they may 
be computed as per Part 4.11. Par
agraph I. 

Fig. 3 shows the bridge arranged to 
make a measurement of impedance of a 
balanced to ground circuit having 
negative reactance. the resistive 
component being less than 1100 ohms. 
Leads are shown connecting the un
known to the bridge. 

TO AMPLIFIER 
DETECTOR 

TR .... ER 
CONDENSER 

-"UNKNOWN ___j 
IMPEDANCE 

Fig. 3- - Connections· for Measuring Imped
ance with Negative Reactance. 
Long Leads Used 

4.13 Impedance Measurement where Long Lead 
is Necessary to Connect Unknown to 

the Bridge. Reactance is Positive 

In this measurement a fixed condens
er must be placed directly across the un
known impedance and must be of such a mag
nitude as to more than annul the pdsitive 
reactance of the unknown. The procedure is 
as follo\is: 

A. Cut and balance the leads as in par
agraphs A. B and C of Part 4.12. 
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B. Operate the_,RES STD key to C1-c2 and 
connect the unknown impedance to the 
lead attached to x1-x2. Place a 
condenser of approximately 0.1 mi
crofarad or less across the unknown 
impedance. This condenser may be a 
comnercial molded mica condenser 
such as is used in radio work. This 
is in addition to the trimmer con
denser. Balance the bridge if pos
sible. If the bridge cannot be bal
anced increase the capacitance 
across the unknown by adding other 
condensers until a balance can be 
obtained. 

C. Subtract the capacitance reading of 
the bridge at balance from the total 
capacitance shunted across the un
known. This difference in capaci
tance as expressed in farads is used 
directly in the formulas in para
graph I, Part 4.11 to give the 
series impedance of the unknown. 
The sign of the reactance is posi
tive. 

D. The total value of the shunt capaci
tance used can be measured, if not 
already kno,.rn, as per Part 4.1. 

4.2 Return Loss Measurements 

In many ii)stances in the field it is 
desired to adjust impedances to meet cer
tain return loss requirements. Although 
such can be done by means of impedance mea
surements, the computations involved in the 
derivation of return loss make direct mea
surements desirable in many instances. The 
bridge is arranged for making such return 
loss measurements: (1) between any two im
pedances, and (2) between any impedance and 
the resistance and capacitance standards of 
the bridge itself. 

4.21 General Procedure 

The general procedure in making a re
turn loss measurement is the same in all 
cases. 

A. Conne.ct as in Fig. 2 the oscillator, 
attenuator and amplifier detector to 
the bridge as in making an impedance 
measurement. The same 'equipment is 
satisfactory for both types of mea
surements. Set oscillator to the 
desired frequency and ad~st the 
output to approximately +25 db with 
respect to one milliwatt- The 135-
ohm output of the oscillator must be 
used. Set all keys of the bridge to 
the middle or normal position. 

B. Operate the BAL-UNBAL key to the BAL 
position for measurements on bal
anced to ground circuits, and to the 
UNBAL position for grounded measure
ments. It:should be noted.that with 
the key in the UNBAL position, posts 
Sz and Xz and their corresponding 
jack connections are at ground po-
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tential. For measurements on unbal
anced to ground circuits the ground
ed side of the unknown should there
fore be connected to X2. 

C. Calibrate the bridge~oper~ting keys 
STD and CAL 25 DB to 600wor to 135w 
depending en which is nearer the value 
of the impedances between which the 
return loss is to be measured. Set 
the attenuator of the 30A set to 25 
db and adjust the gain controlof the 
2A amplifier detector untilthe meter 
of the 2A amplifier detector reads 0 
db. If this is not practicable re
duce the loss in the attenuator until 
the 0 reading is obtained. Designate 
the attenuator reading as A1. 

D. Restore STD and CAL 25 DB keys to 
middle position. 

E. Connect the impedances to the bridge 
in the manner detailed below for the 
various conditions. 

F. Readjust the attenuator until the 
output meter reads as nearly the 
previous level as possible, leaving 
unchanged the gain control of the 
amplifier detector and the output of 
the oscillator. Designate the at
tenuator and meter readings as Az 
and M2, respectively. Due regard 
must be given to the sign of M2. The 
return loss is (25+ A1)- (A2 + Mz) db. 

The general procedure outlined in 
this section depends on whether or not 
leads are needed to connect the unknown im
pedance or impedances to the bridge. There
fore each case is discussed individually 
below. In each case the equipment is con
nected and calibrated and the results are 
computed as in paragraphs A, B, C, D and F 
of Part 4. 21. 

4.22 Short Leads Required 

4.221 Measurements Between Two Impedances 
of Unknown Value 

A. Connect the oscillator and other 
equipment to the bridge and cali
brate for 25. db as explained in the 
foregoing paragraphs A, B, C and D 
of Part 4.21 using either 135 or 
600 ohms, depending on which is 
thoughtto be nearer the impedance of 
the two unknowns. 

B. Connect one of the impedances to 
posts X1-X2 and the other to s1- s2• 

C. Make the measurement and compute as 
in. paragraph F, Part 4.21. 

Figure 4 shows the bridge connected 
for such a measurement. 
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Fig. 4 - Return Loss Measurement BetwAen 
Two Impedances of Unknown Value. 
Short Leads Required. 

4.222 Return Loss Measurements Between 135 
or 600 Ohms and an Unknown Impedance 

A. Set up and calibrate the equipment 
as de~cribed in Part 4.21. 

B. Connect the unknown to x1-x2 and op
erate the STD key to either the 600 
or the 135-ohm side depending on 
which the unknown is to be measured 
against. 

C. Measure and compute as in paragraph 
F. Part 4.21. 

4.223 Return Loss Measurements Against Any 
Resistance Standard 

A. Set up and calibrate the equipment 
as in Part 4.21. 

B. Connect the unknown to x1-x2 and op
erate key RES STD to~s1-s2• Adjust 
the standard resistance dials of the 
bridge to the value of resistance 
against which return loss is to be 
measured. Measure and compute as in 
paragraph F. Part 4.21. 

4.23 Long Leads Required Between Unknowr. 
and Bridge 

4.231 Return Loss Measurements Between Two 
Impedances of Unknown Value 

A. Connect oscillator. attenuator and 
amplifier detector to the bridge and 
calibrate as in Part 4. 21. 

B. Cut two approximately equal lengths 
of shielded lead (preferably shield
ed rubber covered office wiring #720 
cable). They should be no lonser 
than is necessary to reach the un
known. Connect one lead to the X1-X2 
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posts and the other to the S1-S2 
posts. connecting the shields of the 
leads in each case to the associated 
ground posts. With the UNBAL-BAL 
key set to BAL and all other keys on 
the bridge in the middle position. 
adjust the lengths of the two leads 
by cutting them until a bridge bal
ance is reached. as indicated by the 
output meter. The procedure is the 
same as described pre~iously in Part 
4.12 in making impedance measure
ments. Spaced leads may also be 
used as described in Part 3.4. 

C. Connect the two unknown impedances 
to the free ends of the two leads. 
respectively. and proceed to measure 
the loss as in paragraph F, Part 
4.21. 

4.2~ Return Loss Measurements Between an 
Unknown Impedance and Any Fixed Re

sistance 

Repeat 4.231 except connect terminals 
S1 and Sz to terminals R1 and R2 • resEeC
tively and ground the shield of the 1720 
cable to the G post associated with 61 and 
Sa. Adjust the standard resistance dials to 
the value again~t which return loss~ being 
measured. Operate the UNBAL-BAL key to the 
appropriate position; all other keys should 
bem the middle position. Measure the loss 
as in Paragraph F. part 4.21. Fig. 5 shows 
the bridge connected for such a return loss 
measurement on a balanced to ground circuit. 

TO 
OSCILLATOR 

G 

TO 
ATTENUATOR 

©.~STA@~ 
DIALS 

17ZO 
CABLE ~@@ @ .. 

'---cONDENSER DIALS~ 

UNKNOWN 
IMPEDANCE 

Fig. 5 - Return Loss Measurement Between 
Unknown Impedance and any Fixed 
Resistance. Long Leads Required 

In order to facilitate converting re
turn loss values to their equivalent re
flection coefficients the relation between 
the two as shown graphically on page 104 is 
provided. 
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SECTION 1 03-1 02-105 

4.3 Impedance from~eturn Loss Measurements 

4.31 General Discussion 

As pointed out previously the 5A 
bridge is satisfactory for the direct mea
surement of impedance in terms of parallel 
re~istance and capacitance. Where it is 
desirable to know the impedance in terms of 
series resistance and capacitance, the par
allel resistance and capacita.nce can be 
converted by means of the formula in 4.11. 
It is possible, however, t-o obtain the se
ries ·impedance of an unknown impedance 
graphically from two retu~n loss measure
ments made between the unknown and.each of 
two resistances differing by a few ohms. 
No computations are necessary and no bal
ancing of resistance or condenser standards 
need be done. However, there is a sacri
fice in accuracy under certain conditions. 

/ 

It is well known that all the possi
ble impedances which give a fixed return 
loss against a fixed resistance, lie on a 
circle whose radius and center depend on 
the return loss. Therefore, a measurement 
of return loss of an unknown impJ!dance 
against 600 ohms gives the radius and cen
ter of a circle somewhere on which the un
known impedance must lie. Similarly, a 
second return loss measurement against a 
different resistance gives a circle of dif
ferent size and center. The intersections 
of these two circles give the resistance 
and reactance of the unknown hut not the 
sign of the reactance. Charts appropriate 
to the bridge are attached for thus obtain
ing impedance from two return loss measure
ments. Each of these charts comprises two 
sets of circles, each set corresponding to 
a series of fixed return losses against a 
fixed resistance. 

4,32 Procedure tor Obtaining Impedance 
Attached are four charts, pages 13 to 

16, inclusive, which have been prepared show
ing return loss circles against resistance 
values of 125, 135 and 145 ohms; and also 500, 
550 and 600 ohms. 

A. In making such a measurement, first 
estimate the approximate value of 
the unknown impedance which in most 
carrier work will be in the range of 
resistance listed above and make two 
return loss measurements as per 
Part 4.232. The two measurements 
should be made against two standard 
resistances in the above list which 
are on either side of the estimated 
impedance of the unknown. Enter the 

Page 8 

chart which is appropriate to the 
two standards used and estimate by. 
interpol~tion the two circles cor
responding to the two return losses 
measured. The intersection of the 
two circles gives the tmpedance, but 
not the sign of the reactance. This 
may be determined simply at the con
clusion of one or the other return 
loss measurement. When long leads 
are used between the X1-X2 terminals 
and the unknown impedance, and be
tween the sl-s2 terminals and the 
R1-R2 terniinals of the resistance 
standard as set forth on 4,232, the 
sign of the reactance may be deter
mined by throwing the key RES STD to 
C1-C2 and turning the condense~ 

standard from its zero setting ·SO as 
to put capacitance in parallel with 
the resistance standard. When short 
leads are used as set forth in 4.223 
the capacitance standard should be 
added to the resistance standard by 
throwing the CAP STD key to the S1-
S2 position. If, as the capacitance 
is increased from zero, the return 
loss decreases (meter reading in
creases) the reactance of the un
known is inductive in sign. If the 
return loss increases, the sign is 
negative. 

As an illustration of the procedure 
to be followed, assume that the impedance 
of an 8 inch spaced 128-mil open-wire line 
is to be measured. It is probable that its 
impedance lies somewhere between 550 and 
600 ohms. Therefore, measure its return , 
loss against a 600-ohm standard and then 
against a 550-ohrn standard, as described in 
Part 4.232. Assume that the measured 
return losses are 3? and 33 db, respective
ly. After measuring the return loss against 
550 ohms, and with all adjustments un
changed throw key RES STD to C1-C2 and in-
crease slowly the setting of the capaci
tance standard starting from zero. Assume 
the output meter reading decreases as the 
capacity is increased. The reactance of 
the open-wire 1 ine must be negat i ,,e, as ex
plained above. After determining the sign 
of the reactance, ent.er the 550-600 -ohm 
chart and locate the 32 db circle centering 
around 600 ohms and then estimate the loca
tion of the 33 db circle centered around 
550 ohms. The two circles intersect at 573 
~ j 12 ohms. Since it has been determined 
that the reactance is negative the unknown 
impedance is, therefore, 573-j 12 ohms. 
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BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES. INC. ES-852156 
H .E.C. 11-15-37 

SA IMPEDANCE BRIDGE H.E.C. 4-26-38 
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BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INC. 

CHART FOR OBTAINING IMPEDANCE FROM RETURN LOSS ES-852185 
H.E.C. 11·15-fi 
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